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Forward
While countless photographers have been interested in photographing the family
throughout the history of the medium, the meaning of "family" remains indeterminate. In fact,
when Mary Anne Laugham of Northlight Gallery asked Trudy Wilner Stack of the Center for
Creative Photography to write an essay for this catalog, Wilner Stack immediately expressed
reservations about an exhibition that attempted to define the family. The inclusion of her
contentions here is significant primarily because Northlight Gallery ' s central purpose is to
serve as a site for discourse, the precious ingredient that allows education to advance. Moreover, the family itself has become a locus of contention in our times. From political campaigns to political theory, contestants from every faction agree on the role of the family as a
crucible of cultural meaning. Members of the American religious right might be surprised to
find themselves in even partial agreement with the famous Marxist, Louis Althusser who, in
his 1970 essay, "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses ," identified the family as one of
the primary mechanisms for the dissemination of ideology; or as some would have it, "values."
It would be difficult to find any American who has not rethought, probably several

times, what family might mean. We have talked , written, demonstrated, and voted on the
subject, yet all we seem to agree on is the importance of society's smallest unit. There have
already been at least two well-known museum exhibitions on the subject, and as this catalog
goes to press, Northlight has received an announcement of yet another at San Francisco's
Camerawork. There will surely be more as our society continues the painful process of
reconfiguring itself.
William Tolan , the ASU graduate student who proposed this exhibition, has written
his essay from a very personal perspective. Inasmuch as his photographic work is directed to
his family and, as he notes, kinship has become a matter of faith for him, his intimacy with the
topic is inevitable. Trudy Wilner Stack's view is curatorial. She locates this material within
the larger context of photography, exhibitions and publications. It is hoped by all of us that
this catalog will provoke further response and that the arena it enters will continue to grow.

William Jenkins
Faculty Advisor
Northlight Gallery
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Vince Leo, From Birthday, 1988, slide and audio installation .

Looking for Clues
William Tolan
Returning, once, to a palace of my childhood, I found its rooms small and
shabby, admitting a caustic sunshine through dusty panes that looked out on
shimmering prospects of nothing in particular. Ifl had only had a photograph
of that house, I should have remembered it as it really was, whatever way that
is, and then I would never have needed to see it again. If I ever return, I'll
remember to bring along my camera.
-Hollis Frampton 1
In the fall of 1991, Granta, a literary quarterly, published an issue entitled "The
Family: They Fuck You Up." I've been thinking a lot about that title lately. I come from a
large Mid-Western family where we all thought we were God's gift to the world, even though
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we weren't and aren't. I have a great family, granted, but like anyone else's, it has influenced
me both negatively and positively.
I've been looking at old family pictures trying to sort out the ways in which my family
has affected me, but the photographs often leave me as perplexed as an outsider looking in,
when in fact I'm an insider looking out. Perspective is a difficult handle to grasp. Through the
work represented in Family Matters, however, the artists can, to some degree, give us perspective on our own families, our own lives, through the act of an insider looking in.
"The Family" has recently received wide-spread attention in contemporary culture.
Political campaign slogans call for a return to "Family Values." At the same time, the notion
of what constitutes a family has come under scrutiny as our society's structure changes. Over
the past decade theorists, academics, commentators, politicians, and the general public have
been arguing over the good and bad points of family life: some idealize days-gone-by while
others demand change and relief from stereotyping. Artists, too, have been exploring the
family as a social construct.
Andy Grundberg, Director of the Friends of Photography, suggests that this recent
trend "offers conclusive evidence that family life is a crucial and unsettled subject throughout
contemporary culture. The interest in depicting one's private environment and genetic heritage reflects a widespread need to understand more clearly who we are and where we come
from." 2
The difference between an individual searching for clues to his/her existence by
looking at personal family snapshots and artists mixing fiction and fact with members of their
families is not as great as one might think. The intents, surely, of family snapshots and the art
work that hangs on a gallery wall are worlds apart, but each can provide answers to and, more
often, questions about the viewer's own relationship to his/her family.
Not since the painter Paul Gauguin got it right -

observing that photography was a

wonderful "illusion of reality" - has the general public been able to truly distinguish between photographic fact and photographic fiction. Cameras lie, we all know that, but when
they tell the truth, and they sometimes do, we often forget that that truth is always a subjective
truth. The concern over whether a photographer's presence creates a particular situation or
simply chronicles it 3 can no longer be at issue: we know it does both.
Commenting on the idea that a family photograph should be judged by its adherence
to some concept of truth, A.D. Coleman said that, "what was really there is as irrelevant as the
question of how Monet's water lilies actually appeared to Madame Monet when she bicycled
past them in the mornings ....The idea is to understand this as fiction, to understand it as
theater, to allow metaphor to flow." 4 It is not, therefore, what is actually pictured, but what is
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Sally Mann, Untitled, 1989-1992.

seen. This is true of all the work represented in this exhibition. While displaying members of
their families to the general public, the "facts" the artists present are always out of context,
resulting in fictions that stem from truths.
Sally Mann is best known for her large format, black and white photographs in which
she creates elaborate fictions by recreating and inventing events from her family's life through
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Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Emma and Noemi, 1992.

the posing of her children. In her color work included in Family Matters, Mann uses a handheld, medium format camera that, unlike the slow and cumbersome view-camera, allows her
to record the flux of her children's daily lives through these "snapshots." This ability to
"capture" moments, rather than create them as in her other work, seems to have allowed an
element of "ecstactic time" to enter the pictures -

the moment in which, as Frampton de-

scribes,
Under certain conditions, we feel the measured passage of historic time to be
altered, or to stop entirely. In the extremes of terror and rage, in erotic rapture
and its analogues, in suicidal despair, in sleep, and under the influence of
certain drugs, consciousness seems to enter a separate temporal domain, one
of whose chief characteristics is its apparent imperviousness to language.5
It is in these moments, visible in the photographs, that the viewer can almost hear Mann as
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she catches her breath in awe of her children and her life.
Philip-Lorca diCorcia's photographs are all theater: he poses friends and family in
what could be called tableaux verite. They are deliberate, staged scenes that are personal,
intimate, and somehow iconic descriptions of domestic life . In both Auden, Emma and Dogs
and Emma and Noemi, 1992, we are implicated in a voyeurism by means of diCorcia' s framing: neither mother nor child look at the camera; we look upon the two through a partially
opened doorway, in Auden, Emma and Dogs, or, in Emma and Noemi, 1992, around the
corner of a house through the leaves of a tree or bush. Presented are two very different perspectives of the Madonna and Child: one, a sublime Garden of Eden, the other, the utter
exhaustion that comes with a newborn. These fictions created from facts present extremes of
emotional experience commonly found in daily family life.
Combining still images, video and text, Melissa Shook has created a portrait of her
father, her step-mother, and their relationship, as well as Shook's relationship to this aging
patriarch. We are shown a personal journey - marked by ambivalence, mettle, and struggle

Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Aud en, Emma and Dogs.
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-

in which both subject and maker deal with their own aging. The often unfounded worries

of a middle-aged child are set against the day to day coping by the couple. Because the work
begins with the father's recovery from a stroke, there is an anticipation of loss implicit in the
work, yet it celebrates life as much as it fears the specter of death . In one of the accompanying
texts, the father states:
You ask me what I think about aging. I don't think about aging. Neither does
Mari. Do some people think about aging? When do they begin? When they' re
twenty or sixty or forty? What do they think, "I'm a day older"? Do they think
that every day from then on? When I think about aging, if you insist, it has the
effect of suddenly making my right hand weak with age. So until I learn to
write left-handed, there is really not much more I can say. End of thoughts on
aging. 6
More than most of the family pictures in this exhibition, Vince Leo's work focuses on
the home. In a slide presentation, Leo combines snapshots from the first two years of his
daughter's life with an audio track that consists of all the messages left on his answering
machine during that time. It is an intimate, often funny document of those sometimes mundane, sometimes blissful realities of everyday life, when that life is overtaken by the birth of a
child. Leo's portrait of his wife taking a Polaroid of herself and their daughter is in part very
much about the ritual of family photography. In Leo ' s picture, the relationship of the camera's
viewfinder and the window of the house in the background encourages a comparison of their
functions. One looks out of a home ' s window onto the world while being protected within its
room. The etymological root of "camera" is from the Latin word meaning "room" or "chamber." The camera ' s viewfinder has been called a window on the world, yet its frame edits
more than it includes. Also in the photograph is a series of fences which bring to mind the
etymology of the word "paradise", stemming from the Persian "walled enclosure ." 7 A walled
enclosure, we should remember, both protects and imprisons. The home could therefore be
considered this type of paradise: in the best and worst sense, one can never escape one's
family.
We all have complicated emotions about the ones we love most. Family relationships
are the deepest, most ambivalent and complex ones we have, and this fact is reflected in the
work of these four photographers. Tom Bamberger, Adjunct Curator of Photography at the
Milwaukee Art Museum, points out that,
[The family is] going to be just the area where an artist ... [will] be most
ambivalent, and the true feelings and true reasons why they' re doing the work
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[will] be most unavailable to them ....Psycho-dynamically it's extremely
highly charged.
Photography was initially quite interested in the "Other". The idea almost
was to photograph something as far away from you as possible - part of this
is just travel photography but also part of it is that it is actually quite a bit safer
in some ways to photograph someone very much unlike you ....You can look
at the family photographer as being courageous in a certain way, of doing
something that is high value, that we all can learn something from, that is also
at some personal risk. 8
I too have complicated feelings about my family, which is why I take pictures of them:
to try to understand and convey the love and complexity of our relationships through my
work. I've been having a crisis of faith lately, though. I feel I have no faith yet in turn feel that
I should. I don't mean God - I've been taught that she doesn't exist-

but faith in some-

thing, anything.
My father died when I was young. Even while he was alive he was unable to give me
the love and attention I needed as a boy, and still need as an adult. Ever since his death I've
been looking for male role models, and at the ripe old age of thirty I still project feelings of
need onto older men whom I respect. My search for a father may explain why I want so much
to be one. I realize now that in fact I do have faith: faith in family, in the complicated, notalways-true love that exists among families. Love is the wrong word, for hate is sometimes
the strongest emotion held between family members. Maybe "bond" is better : the connection
that consists of the simple fact that one is, in some way, a member of a family, be that a bond
made of blood, commitment or necessity. Even though I had very little of what can be considered a relationship with my father, that fact still affects my life. Our bond, or lack-there-of, is
equally as strong as one that would exist if he were still alive.
We are all affected by relationships of kinship. Whether one comes from a dysfunctional abusive upbringing with absentee parents or from the mythologized nurturing, but firm,
Ozzie and Harriet, one's identity springs in large part from these relationships. As a species,
we choose -

with rare exception - membership in a community over existing alone. We

need human contact, we need a sense of being connected to others like ourselves, which is
why bridge clubs, support groups and political parties exist.
What does all this have to do with Sally Mann, Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Melissa Shook,
and Vince Leo? We look to connections with immediate family in order to understand our
place within larger communities : our neighborhoods, cities , states, countries and worlds, our
genders, economic classes, generations, races, and sexual preferences. Although the families
presented are relatively homogeneous (they are all white and of the same general class struc-
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ture), the artists in this show can offer insight into one's own family -

and by extension into

the larger communities of which we are and are not a part - by looking at their families with
clarity and confusion, respect and romanticism. The exhibition presents work of four photographers who have decided not to represent the "Other," artists who are exploring what at first
glance could be considered mundane: kids, parents, and everyday life.
Just as there is no single definition of a family, the collective portrait that emerges
from the work in Family Matters is neither singular nor simple. What is refreshing about the
work of these artists is their acceptance, even their embrace of the family in all its rich complexity. Their work shows realities of domestic life without falling into mindless sentimentality. By making public what is normally considered private, they give us a chance to better
understand our own private lives.9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Hollis Frampton, "Incisions in History/Segments of Eternity," Artforum, October 1974, p.47.
Andy Grundberg, "The Snapshot Comes of Age," Flesh & Blood, New York: Picture Project, 1992, p.14.
Anne Beattie, "Agreeable Accomplices," Flesh & Blood p.10.
A.D.Coleman, quoting from the writings of Henry Holmes Smith, interview with the author, March 18,1993.
Frampton, "Incisions" p.43.
Bob Shook, from the installation by Melissa Shook, 1993.
Robert Adams, "Truth in Landscape," Beauty in Photography: Essays in Defense of Traditional Values,
Millerton, NY: Aperture, 1981, p.16.
8 Tom Bamberger, interview with the author, July 2, 1993.
9 I would like to thank all those who gratiously agreed to video interviews regarding the topic of family photography: Dr. Robert Coles, A. D. Coleman, Anne Bernays, Tom Bamberger, Peter MacGill, Melissa & Kristina
Shook, Elizabeth Marquez and Susan La Vallee; thanks also goes to the Mann Family.
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Sally Mann, Untitled, 1989-1992.
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Whose Family Matters?
Trudy Wilner Stack
The very definition of family turns out to be one of the most complicated
things in American public life. l
As curators, our intention was not to describe the life of this family, but to
comment on family life in genera1...2
Americans live in a culture of stand-ins. Highly conscious of type, they define themselves as successes and failures against predetermined models for looks and living that are an
inescapable reality of consumer culture and technology. Within the construct of a corporate
society, the image has tremendous authority and dictates an oppressively powerful effect on
individual vision. Contemporary artists have responded to its hold with several decades of
critical responses that essentially, as the bumper sticker says, "question authority." That
critique has taken place within a heavily coded dialogue-the

art world's cool, intellectual-

ized aggression against the politically incorrect, market driven status quo. But recent photography has taken refuge from the theoretical din, finding an oasis of immediacy, emotion, and a
sort of purity of relations to be salvaged in what we call Family .3 It is this subject which has
captured the attention of the artists in this exhibition and many others, all of whom have
located some kind of undistracted truth of feeling in their own home life. No matter that
traditional family units are outmoded, that contemporary existence has gone a long way to
debilitate the rich dynamics and dependencies between related people: the photographer finds
solace and legitimacy in turning the camera inward on the private world made public.
We are born one from another and, whether fixed or migratory, we live somewhere,
often together with others who share our names, or genes, or simply loyalties of affection and
responsibility. These aspects of the human experience create the rubric under which to gather
something called family photography . It is about domestic spaces and relationships, making
images that have the air of authentic experience, its memory, its psychological emanations.
But this work is made from parts only-like

all art and representation-at

best bringing home

a selected fragment, necessarily distanced from what is closest. Despite the medium's technical connection to real seeing, the verity the photographs of Vince Leo, Philip Lorca diCorcia,
Sally Mann, and Melissa Shook imply is illusory; these are constructed images, highly conscious, despite the intimate association of the photographer to his or her subject.
Family Matters, curated by Arizona State University's William Tolan and Mary Anne

Laugharn, is a focused and unpretentious look at these four photographers who have photo-
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graphed their families. But despite its more modest intentions, it does recall an expanded
show organized by the Museum of Modern Art in New York City called Pleasures and

Terrors of Domestic Comfort. In curator Peter Galassi's catalog introduction he states that the
increased incidence of these kinds of pictures, family concerned pictures by artists, is particular, even new to our time. "That it is a coherent artistic phenomenon seems indisputable. That
the character of the whole is richer than the sum of its parts is the thesis that underlies this
book and has dictated the survey form." 4 While I do believe there is a greater volume of
creative photography being produced now than ever before, photographers have long turned
their cameras toward family life.5 Perhaps prior to the seventies the cultural climate did not
always privilege this particular work, domestic introspection not being considered serious,
detached, or worldly enough to dominate an artist's oeuvre, but it is easy to recall important
images that speak to family by Stieglitz, Kasebier, Weston, Cunningham, Evans, Levitt,

Vince Leo, From Birthday, 1988, slide and audio installation.
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Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Mario, 1981.

Frank, all principals in the American photographic canon of the first half or so of the 20th
century. The documentary and photojournalistic realms have also long made families a topic,
including the photographers' own families, the latter being relevant to the specific focus of
this exhibition. 6
It is a dangerous time for universals (maybe it always was but we are just starting to

notice), which makes it difficult to make claims that collectively any family photographs can
"stand-in" for the human condition. I prefer to approach this genre of work individually by
photographer, for each utterance is personal and specific, certainly resonant for many, but not
simply another facet on the glittering gem photography once called "The Family of Man." The
Family of Man was a landmark photography exhibition and accompanying book organized by

Edward Steichen for The Museum of Modern Art in 1955. It sought to prove, through the
work of several hundred photographers, the many links between the world's cultures, emphasizing the universality of human experience. As Steichen described it: "It was conceived as a
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mirror of the universal elements and emotions in the everydayness of life-as

a mirror of the

essential oneness of mankind throughout the world." 7 While today we can easily acknowledge
a certain presumption here, we are ourselves often no less presumptuous or biased.
In so sweeping a present actuality as family and photography, the issue of "whose
family matters" becomes acute. If "the character of the whole is richer than the sum of its
parts," as Galassi (and Steichen) suggest, then maybe we should be careful to scrutinize the
creator of the whole, that is the curatorial or critical force who selects what will stand for what
is the idiom of family photography. The contemporary imagery in question has powerful
transformative and therapeutic value, sometimes for the photographer, sometimes for the
viewer, and sometimes for both. But, those viewers who will be most aligned with the definition of family proposed by many museum and gallery shows will be the ones whose lifestyle,
identity, and aesthetics come closest to that of the curators (and the artists they truly favor).
For others, there remains a sense that they are still looking through the looking glass. 8
Though the option to suspend issues of false sameness, as we are asked to do each day
in the commercial mass media, is open and perhaps even comfortable: can we all really learn
something about our own domestic relations and experience from these model families of the
artist?9 Probably so. I admonish myself, as the assertion of difference tires us all, but it must
continue to be kept current until that time when it becomes truly redundant. As so often
happens, when such projects attempt to be inclusive, one feels the awkward and leaden footsteps of affirmative action with the occasional addition of artists of color, alternative sexual
preference, or the working class: it is necessary, but sadly still not natural to many of us with
curatorial authority. 10 If we say up front: these are my friends, these are people who live like
me, look like me, went to my school or one like it, read the books I did, these are artists
whose sensibilities parallel mine and thereby elicit a particularly strong response in me and
give me special insight into their work, then why not, this is a legitimate part of the record .
But at least a properly personal and revealing disclaimer, like the autobiographical slant of
Family Matters curator William Tolan's essay, would accompany whatever cultural reality

may be on the table, especially one as widespread and as privately signifying as Family.
Family as subject is vexed in another way. The four photographers considered in
Family Matters have each struck an agreement with their own families to create their work.

Their parents, children, siblings and spouses, all of them participate as players in the distilled
domestic drama their camera-wielding loved one directs. The complicity of the subjects
energizes the photographs: we are intrigued by their participation, their closeness to the
creator. Philip-Lorca diCorcia says: "I was attracted to photographing my family both because
I knew them, and could therefore say something about them, and because they were ready,
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Sally Mann, Untitled, 1989-1992.
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willing, and able to be manipulated."

11 Perhaps

the family members are driven by curiosity,

vanity, a show of support for the artist's endeavors and career, or merely by the simple chance
to spend more time with the photographer, to join in their work as though it were play.12 I
suspect that once the photographs have a life of their own and take their place in magazines,
the walls of collector's apartments, museum exhibitions, and catalogues like this one, that the
family members' view of the whole enterprise may shift. They become more proprietary of
their own image, and understand better that they, despite sincere intentions all around, can
become identifiable stand ins or stereotypes. As diCorcia continues, "At first they didn't know
what was going on, but when they began to see what I was producing, they knew what to
expect, and they were a lot less cooperative."

13

In other cases the collaboration and invest-

ment heightens: Sally Mann says that her photographs of her three children are "more their
pictures than mine"14 and part of Melissa Shook's project on her aging, enfeebled parents is a
conceptual video whose idea was her father's.
The approach, appearance, and intent of the four bodies of work presented here are
acutely different. They all shed light on family relations and domestic experience, but more
pointedly they tell stories. Some of these narratives are more fictional than others, but they all
involve a group dynamic, a family dynamic, of creation. What they tell us collectively is that
there is a kind of photography, not necessarily about family, but by family. It is directed by
seasoned, sophisticated artists who work with their real life households and, whatever their
original intention, the family members begin to adopt the camera's distance from themselves.
The result is the creation of familial fables in which all become collaborators. Larry Sultan,
who spent the 1980s photographing his parents and making stills from his family's old home
movies, described a revealing encounter with his mother:
A few years ago I sneaked into my parents' bedroom while my mother was
taking an afternoon nap. I stood by the door for several minutes to be sure she
was asleep. I was so apprehensive about waking her that I adjusted my
breathing to be in rhythm with hers. I had my camera, so I photographed her
foot. I wanted to photograph it again and again, to use up the entire roll of film.
Then it struck me that she was not really asleep, that her breathing, like mine,
was fake. Just as I was secretly photographing, she was secretly awake. We
were co-conspirators.Is
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Vince Leo, From Birthday, 1988, slide and audio installation .

1 Paul Starr, Princeton University sociologist who worked on the Clinton health plan, as quoted in the Philadel~hia Inquirer, Wednesday, September 22, 1993.
Michael Collins' response to the adverse reaction of a working class family to the selection and exhibition
contextualization of their family snapshots (commissioned by Collins for the Sunday Telegraph Magazine) in his
article "Family Dilemma," Creative Camera, June/July, 1993, p.33.
3 Much as Roland Barthes did with the childhood portrait of his mother in his book, Camera Lucida, New York :
Hill and Wang, 1981.
4 Peter Galassi, Pleasures and Terrors of Domestic Comfort, New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1991,
~-11
As Susan Sontag puts it, "Cameras go with family life" (my italics) . From On Photography New York : Farrar ,
Straus and Giroux, 1973 , p.8 .
6 Photographer Wayne Miller (Edward Steichen's principal assistant on The Family of Man project) photographed his young family intimately and intensively; the best-selling result being his 1958 book, The World is
Young.
7 Edward Steichen, Introduction to The Family of Man New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1955, p.3.
8 Interestingly, The Family of Man, had a much wider appeal and ability to access diverse audiences as its
subjects were so much more diverse. While the photographers were largely from dominant socio-economic
divisions of Europe and North America, they turned their cameras on all sorts of cultures and classes. The result
was the viewer's (or reader's) feeling of inclusion, as Steichen surely intended.
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9 Galassi himself acknowledges that in a certain cynical, moralistic light, the photographs collected in his
exhibition could may well seem to "constitute a massive exercise in yuppie navel-gazing."
10 Thanks goes to University of Arizona graduate student Cherise Smith whose thinking got me thinking about
these issues last spring.
11 Quoted from an artist's statement by Philip-Lorca diCorcia in Flesh and Blood: Photographers' Images of
their Own Families, eds. Alice Rose George, Abigail Heyman, and Ethan Hoffman, New York: Picture Project,
Inc., 1992, p.70.
12 Most of these photographers and many others who work with their families have been compelled to do so by
both accessibility and relevancy. Vince Leo and Melissa Shook both found themselves in intensive, long-term
caregiver situation, one with a new infant and the other with elderly parents, that made making these pictures
both a reflection on their experience and a project that was possible given the confinements of their situations.
13 Flesh and Blood, diCorcia p.70.
14 As quoted by Vince Aletti in his review of Mann's work, "Child World," Village Voice, May 26, 1992,
p.106. Sally Mann's impassioned (and excessive) self-defense against accusations that she exploits her attractive,
nubile children, often centers on their own, according to their mother, dedication and dogged confidence in her
work. Whether, as children, their sense of security and righteousness is enough in the face of the outside world's
roclivities is a question frequently raised in the ongoing debate over Mann's imagery.
5 Flesh and Blood, from an artist's statement by Larry Sultan p.102.
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